
KAI CONSOLE COMMANDS 

So ya boyfriend stopped working? Use these commands to console ahead in a last resort. 

Open console with ~ 

Setstage (QuestName) (Queststage) 

Setstage – this tells the engine that we want to manually set the stage of a quest 

Questname – which quest are we setting 

Queststage – what stage are we setting it to 

Eg. Setstage LodgeQuest 1 would set the objective to speak to Jofthor about purchasing 

Autumnwatch. 

Disclaimer: I haven’t covered every stage in every quest, just the ones that for whatever reason 

seem to glitch out sometimes.  

Now if setting the stage you want to be at doesn’t work, sometimes it’s easiest to just reset the 

quest with Resetquest (questname). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

QUESTNAME: K01 (Intro to Kaidan) 

Stages 

1 Investigate the Abandoned Prison 

5 Free Kaidan, or leave him to the Thalmor. 

10 Find a way to heal Kaidan's wounds. 

20 Retrieve Kaidan's nodachi. 

25 Return the nodachi to Kaidan. 

30 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: K02 (Follower Functions) 

I’m not really going to cover this one because basically it’s just the controller for follow, wait, 

dismiss, trade and is also the holder for idle dialogue. If Kaidan is doing weird follower behaviour 

then you can try Resetquest K02. 

 

QUESTNAME: K03 (Relationship Progression) – no quest objectives so these are just what the stages 

actually do. 

Stages 

10 Ask Kaidan about the Thalmor. 

20 Get Kaidan to start telling his story, after which you can start the nodachi quest. 

30 Kaidan talks about Brynjar. 

40 More Brynjar. 

45 PC tells about themselves. 

There’s some more stages here which don’t really do much. 

56 PC has listened to Kaidan’s backstory. 

60 Kaidan wants to travel as friends, not because he owes DB for rescue. 

70 QUEST COMPLETE – Will now allow romance progression 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTNAME: K04 (Romance Progression) – no quest objectives so these are just what the stages 

actually do. Also IMPORTANT – As you probably know there are different paths to romance 

progression (shy, steamy etc). I’m not going to cover which does what. If you’ve borked it, just reset 

the quest and put on the amulet again. 

Stages 

0 PC is wearing Mara Amulet, Kaidan asks about it. 

5 You’ve told Kaidan why you’re wearing the amulet.  

10 We are v surprised Kaidan has not been snatched up. 

15-20 Has he been in love? Yah but she was a cunt. 

30 First night together now available as dialogue option. 

35+ Did he hit it and quit it, post nookie convo – various paths depending on answers 

40 He made us a necklace. Altogether now…. Awwwwwwwww. 

60 DB has been on Kaidan’s mind ALL HECKING DAY. 

61-62 Kai drops L bomb. 

80 Kai drops to one knee (if you have Immersive Features that is) 

85 We have picked heckin big wedding in solitude. 

90 We have picked cutesy wedding. 

100 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: HFBigWedding (Solitude Wedding)  

Stages 

1 Speak to a priest at the Temple of the Eight 

5 Prepare for your wedding 

10 Attend your wedding 

30 Vows 

40 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTNAME: HFSmallWedding (ForestWedding)  

Stages 

1 Find the priestess in the Rift 

5 Speak to Myriah when you're ready to be married 

10 Go to the altar to Mara 

30 Vows 

40 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: LodgeQuest (Buy Autumnwatch)  

Stages 

1 Speak to Jofthor about purchasing Autumnwatch Lodge 

10 Visit Autumnwatch Lodge 

30 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: KINV (All of this Past)  

Stages 

1 Kaidan is trying to uncover information about his past. He says the sword is his only clue he 

has. I should ask him about it.  If I want to translate it, I need to learn more about the 

language, or find a copy of "Dragon Language: Myth no More" 

9 Find a way to translate the runes on Kaidan's sword. 

10 Solve the cryptic message, or find more clues. 

20 Investigate Northwind Summit. 

30 Investigate the burial mound. 

40 Rest somewhere with kaidan, and see if he's willing to talk. 

50 The mystery of Kaidan's past has been solved; we discovered he is indeed Akaviri, one of the 

last of his kind, and that his mother was a Blade. Kaidan seems to have found peace with 

this, but perhaps he'd be interested in seeing Northwind Summit again. QUEST COMPLETE 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTNAME: KMD (Blooded Dawn/Kai’s Daedric Quest) - no quest objectives so these are just what 

the stages actually do 

Stages 

0 Talk to Kaidan when at Mehrunes Dagon shrine/Mythic Dawn Museum 

10 Kaidan reveals Blooded Dawn history 

You need to wait 24 hours and change location to trigger Dremora attack which has its own quest 

 

QUESTNAME: KMDChangeLocation (Dremora Attack) - no quest objectives so these are just what 

the stages actually do 

Stages 

100 Dremora appears 

200 Dremora defeated QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: KMD (Blooded Dawn/Kai’s Daedric Quest) CONTINUED 

Stages 

30 Post dremora Kaidan chat 

40 DB has agreed to help. 

50 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

QUESTNAME: KMDQUEST (Blood and Fire) 

Stages 

1 Investigate the tunnel under the Shrine to Mehrunes Dagon 

10 Gather fire salts, a daedra heart, and black soul gem fragments, then make the key at a 

forge. 

30 Return to Deadland Temple 

40 Kill Rosalind 

50 Rosalind defeated 

200 QUEST COMPLETE 

 

 

 

 


